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ABSTRACT

Power electronics technology is rapidly growing in most industrial applications. There is an increasing demand for efficient and low profile power converters in the industry like automotive, power grids, renewable energy systems, electric rail systems, home appliances, and information technology. In some applications, there is an increasing demand for power converters showing a stable performance over a wide variation in input voltage, whereas in others the demand is for converters showing a stable performance over a wide variation of output voltage. In this regard, not so much work has been done to combine both requirements into one solution; this is the primary focus of the dissertation. It presents a unique solution to the industry, which addresses both requirements. The technique can be applied in a one size fits all solution which not only extends the range of the line voltage and the output voltage but also provides the flexibility to adjust the required set of line/output voltage. The variation in line voltage severely degrades the performance of power converters because of the extended freewheeling interval, more circulating current, narrow range of zero voltage switching and increased EMI. To overcome this, the converter consists of two reconfigurable modes on the input side that can be configured following the variation in line voltage to maintain a stable performance. In addition, it proposes three reconfigurable steps for the output voltage, which can be used to adjust the output voltage from base level X to 2X and 4X in discrete steps and/or from X - 4X volt while showing stable performance. This makes the proposal a 2x3 reconfigurable modes power converter, which means that the gain of the proposed converter can be raised to 4 or 8. Furthermore, the flexibility in the reconfigurable structure simplifies the implementation of the proposed single solution in a range of applications. Each concept proposed in the thesis is verified analytically, experimentally and modelling it into a SPICE simulation. Then the whole concept is confined into a single entity, which is applied in an example application of a phase shifted full bridge converter. The full converter is characterized for input voltage 100-400Vdc, the output voltage 24-96Vdc, and up to the load power of 1kW.
Kraftelektroniktekniken växer snabbt i många industriella tillämpningar. Det finns en ökande efterfrågan på effektiva kraftomvandlare med låg bygghöjd inom fordonsinstrustrin, elnät, förnybara energisystem, järnvägar, hushållsapparater och informationsteknik. I vissa tillämpningar finns det en ökande efterfrågan på kraftomvandlare som visar en stabil prestanda över mycket varierande inspänning, medan andra omvandlare ska kunna hantera stora variationer i utspänning. Fram tills nu så har inte så mycket arbete gjorts för att kombinera båda kraven till en lösning vilket är den primära målsättningen för denna avhandling. Tekniken kan appliceras i ’one-size-fits-all’ lösning som inte bara utökar området för in- och utspänning utan ger också flexibilitet att justera spänningar inom ett bredare område. Stora variationer i inspänning försämrrar kraftigt omvandlarnas verkningsgrad på grund av det utökade cirkulerande ström, och svårigheter att uppnå mjukswitchning och ökad EMI. För att övervinna detta består omvandlaren av två konfigurerbara lägen på ingångssidan som kan justeras efter variationen i inspänning för att upprätthålla en stabil prestanda. Dessutom föreslås tre konfigurerbara steg för utgångsspänningen, som kan användas för att justera utgångsspänningen från en basnivå X till 2X och 4X. Detta resulterar i en omvandlare med 2x3 konfigurerbara lägen, vilket innebär att omvandlarens spänningsomsättning kan varieras med en faktor 8 jämfört med 2 för en traditionell omvandlare. Den konfigurerbara strukturen kan förenkla systemimplementationen då samma omvandlare kan användas för flera olika tillämpningar. De koncept som föreslås i avhandlingen har designats analytiskt, modellerat i en SPICE-simulering samt verifierats experimentellt. Slutligen har hela konceptet kombinerats i en enhet som klarar inspänningar mellan 100-400V DC och utgångsspänningen 24-96Vdc och upp till belastningseffekten på 1kW.
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INTRODUCTION

A power supply unit or a power converter is an essential part of all electronic applications. It ranges from applications of a few watts to applications of Megawatts at different voltage levels. The main reason for the use of a power converter is to match the line voltage with load voltage and/or to isolate the load from the line source. However, with the advent of more functionalities and the size constraints of modern technologies, the electronics industry is currently moving towards smaller and high-density board solutions and applications. In most of the industrial applications, the approach of embedded system design is mainly adopted, which requires several converters to have different input/output specifications for the proper operation of the system. A typical distribution of power converters in a modern system is presented in Figure 1.1, where converters operate at different levels of input voltage and output voltage. This adds complexity to the system. To this end, development of a compact and smarter [1], [2], [3] power system is necessary to fulfil the requirements of the industry. In the following, a solution to meet current power requirements of the industry is discussed.

FIGURE 1.1 A block diagram of a typical distributed system, where each section requires power with different specifications.
1.1 Background

There are many topologies available for the design of a power solution. Any design technique could work for any specification. However, each topology has its own merits and demerits. Some topologies are easier to design, some have fewer components and some are complex to control. Some topologies provide isolation between the input power and the output power. The selection of topology mainly depends on the specification of the given application. The main factors that contribute to the selection of the most suitable topology for the given specifications are: power requirements, input to output isolation, size and cost, and finally efficiency. Design simplicity, compact size, low cost and high efficiency have not been effectively combined in a single solution and typically require trade-offs. In today’s modern world, efficiency, cost and compactness have become the dominating factors [4], [5], in the selection of appropriate topology. Making the power converters low profile and efficient opens the discussion of how to handle both issues simultaneously. Improvement in one issue increases the degree of complexity in the other. The power density of a converter is directly proportional to the switching frequency of the converter [6]. For instance, to improve the power density, reducing the component packages is required, as a consequence, the board size is reduced. This can only be achieved by increasing the switching frequency of the converter. However, the increased switching frequency increases the losses in the power devices and the magnetics such as switching loss, copper and core loss [7]. Moreover, high di/dt and dv/dt makes it difficult for the converter to qualify the electromagnetic interference (EMI) compliance testing.

The goal of efficient and better power density cannot be achieved using traditional hard switching since losses increase linearly as the frequency increases. In this regard, alternative soft switching techniques have been presented [8] to eliminate traditional hard switching. Soft switched power converters are increasingly replacing the traditional hard switched converters in most application areas ranging from a few watts to Megawatts. Generally, power converters are designed for an optimum range of operating conditions. The performance is also characterized for the optimum range. The performance degrades as the operating conditions cross this limit. In soft switched techniques, the most common approach is the utilization of intrinsic parasitic elements of the circuit components such as the leakage inductance and the junction capacitance. The value of intrinsic parasitic elements is usually not sufficient to maintain the soft switching characteristics for wider
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range of input voltage and/or output load. This limits the scope of traditional soft switched power converters in today’s industry. Presently, the requirement is the ability to handle wide variations on the input as well as on the output side. For example in electric vehicles (EV), the battery bank voltages varies from 200 to 450 V [9], and in photovoltaic applications the solar panel voltage varies from 125 to 550 V [10] [11], [12], therefore it requires a power converter capable of handling this wide range while maintaining the performance stable. In some applications like on-board chargers, charging of super capacitors and electric drives require a converter that can handle a wide variation in output voltage, where it is sometimes necessary that the system starts out from low voltage/high current to high voltage/low current.

1.2 Motivation

As mentioned, power converters are generally designed for nominal working conditions. Converters show desired performance while working under such conditions. The operational duty cycle is usually set to maximum at the minimal level of input voltage. As the supply voltage increases, to maintain the output voltage constant, the duty cycle needs to be decreased; this reduces the gain of the converter. A small duty cycle causes additional losses, such as loss of soft switching, more conduction loss and large ripple current, more ringing/overshoot and high electromagnetic interference (EMI). These drawbacks limit the operational range of power converters. Therefore, it makes difficult to meet the present industrial applications like automotive, dc grid, server stations, renewable energy and consumer products, which require power converters to have a stable performance over the entire operational voltage.

Another demand from the industry is for the power unit to have characteristics of a wide dc conversion ratio as well as fulfill the need of high reliability, high power density and stable efficiency [13]. Generally, power converters with wide output voltage range exhibit unstable performance compared to fixed voltage gain converters [14]. The most common approach for the extended range of voltage gain is a frequency modulated LLC power converter. LLC converters show optimum performance when operating at the resonant frequency, the switching frequency has to swing in a wide range to achieve extended voltage gain, this results in degraded overall performance [15]. Moreover, the voltage regulation of LLC converters is load dependent and is affected by circuit parameters like resonant capacitance and magnetizing/resonant inductance [16]. The other traditional solution used to
obtain a wide range of output voltage is the bench type variable output power supplies [17]. These solutions could be linear power supplies or switch-mode power supplies. However, none of the solutions meets the present requirement because of their bulkiness and lower efficiency. To meet the requirement of a wide range of output voltage, multiple power converters are usually stacked together, which increases the cost and complexity of the system [18]. Moreover, it degrades the reliability and efficiency of the overall system.

Traditional power converters are not able to meet the aforementioned requirements. Although some power converters propose optimum performance in a wide range of input voltage, the output voltage of the converters remains constant. Similarly, some have reported stable performance for a wider range of output voltage while keeping the input voltage constant. The focus of power engineers and scientists has been either on extending the operational range on the input side or the output side. Both problems have not so far been addressed together.

1.3 Literature review

An extensive work is in progress to build power converters that fulfil the requirements of the industry. The focus is either improvement on the input side or on the output side. For example, in order to extend the range of input voltage/load in medium power applications, the range of zero voltage switching (ZVS) is usually increased either by increasing the intrinsic leakage inductance or by adding an inductor in series with the main transformer [11], [19], [20]. However the increased leakage inductance reduces the effective duty cycle, the consequences of which are an extended freewheeling interval, reduced gain, and high voltage spikes [21], [22]. A large amount of stored energy also results in a large circulating current, which increases the loss both in primary devices and in transformers. In [23]–[25], the circulating current is reduced by the addition of an auxiliary circuit. This resets the circulating current down to zero during the freewheeling period, and the converter enters into partial hard switching. To overcome this, zero current switching is proposed [25] for the lagging leg by the replacement of MOSFETs with IGBTs. However, the tail current associated with IGBTs becomes the main constraint in increasing the switching frequency of the converters [26]. This makes this approach less feasible for today’s space constraint applications. In [27], [28], it is suggested that the ZVS range can be extended by increasing the magnetizing current. For this, a design of a transformer with reduced
magnetizing inductance is suggested. However, this increases the primary current, which adds more loss in primary devices and transformer. In [23], [29], an external inductor along with clamping diodes have been introduced to minimize overshoot on rectifiers. The clamping diode improves overshoot in secondary rectifiers, however, it results in excessive reverse recovery loss in rectifiers and clamping diodes and it further extends the freewheeling interval [30],[31]. The increased freewheeling interval also increases the interval of the flow of circulating current, which results in more conduction loss. In [32], adopting a control strategy according to the load conditions minimizes the circulating current loss only under light load conditions; moreover, it makes the design more complex. The addition of a boost capacitor in [33] reduces the conduction loss during the freewheeling interval, however, it narrows the range of ZVS.

To extend the range of the output voltage, many research efforts [13], [17], [34]–[39] have been reported to widen the range of the output voltage. Most of the works are based on the variable frequency LLC power converters. In addition to various advantages, LLC converters have few limitations. The zero current switching in rectifiers is lost as the switching frequency crosses above the resonance frequency, which makes it hard to keep the output voltage constant [39]. The variable frequency operation further adds complexity regarding EMI. In [40], the secondary side phase shifted control is proposed to extend the range of the output voltage, however, the addition of buck, balance and boost modes makes the control complex.

1.4 Contribution of this thesis

The literature does describe solution that do meet the requirements of the industry to some extent, but there is still plenty of room for improvement. Moreover, most of the literature either addresses the range of the input side or the output side. For example, [18], [41]–[43] provide a solution for server power applications to reduce the size of the link capacitors during a hold-up time of approximately 20 ms. The performance of the converter is optimised only for the nominal operating range. This limits the scope of the proposal. [15], [44]–[46] reports an extended range of input voltage for photovoltaic and EV applications. Although they report stable performance over the extended range of the input voltage, the output voltage remains fixed. Similarly, the proposals [14], [16], [47] report a stable performance over the extended range of the output voltage, however, the input voltage remains fixed.
Chapter 1: - Introduction

This thesis discusses a unique one-box solution to widen the range of both the input voltage and the output voltage, as well as keep the performance of the converter stable. The proposal not only keeps the performance stable for a wider range but also provides a flexible solution to control the gain of the converter. There are two reconfigurable modes on the input side and three reconfigurable modes on the output side, which together, depending on the application, can raise the gain to eight times higher than the base value. For fixed output and wide input applications, the gain of the converter can be optimized by using two modes for the input configuration. For wide output applications or applications where it is necessary for the system to start with low voltage and high current towards high voltage low current, the three reconfigurable modes available on the output side can be utilized. These modes can be configured manually or by pre-programming certain limits. The flexible reconfigurable structure extends the scope of application range. This simplifies the deployment of one design in other applications by programming it to new specifications.

1.5 Thesis outline

The thesis summarizes the outcome of the research omitting details regarding methodologies and results. For further details, please refer to the published/submitted work. In addition to the introduction chapter, the work is outlined in the following chapters:

Chapter 2 introduces the development of the proposal. It summarizes the published/submitted articles in relation to their occurrence and contribution to the development.

Chapter 3 partially covers the basic theory and concepts used in this research work. It also summarizes the methods used to achieve the outcome of the proposal.

Chapter 4 presents a short discussion on the achievements/shortcomings of the work that has been done so far.

Chapter 5 concludes the work presented in this thesis. It also presents suggestions for future work to further improve the work presented.
This chapter summarizes the development of the research. It explains how the complete research proposal is divided into a number of research articles. As shown in Figure 2.1, the pieces of the research work have been shaped into the development of the main objective, the wide range isolated power converters (WIRIC). Each published work contributes to the main objective. Here, published articles have been summarized in terms of contribution to achieving the defined milestones. Moreover, for better understanding, the articles are prioritized in the order of set milestones.

FIGURE 2.1 The tree describing the development of the main objective (WIRIC) - the research paper 6 is based on the contribution of each published work.
Chapter 2: - Research formulation

2.1 Paper-1 and 2, low profile transformers

The power transformer is an essential part of isolated power converters. It isolates the load from the input source. It is also one of the heaviest parts, as well as the part occupying the most space in the power converter. Therefore, the size of the power transformer is what mainly prevents a reduction of the volume of the power converters. The increased power level increases the volume and weight of the transformer, which makes it even more difficult for the converters to meet present industrial requirements. These articles addresses a solution to reduce the size and weight of the main transformer and ultimately reduce the volume and weight of the converter. Paper-1 proposes to split a single heavy volume into a number of small transformers, whereas, paper-2 discusses an application. The concept is shown in Figure 2.2.

As seen, traditional single transformer is proposed to be split into a number of N transformers. On the primary side, the inter-connection of windings is suggested in series, whereas on the secondary side the windings are connected in parallel. With this configuration, the input voltage and the load divides into N transformers. This reduces the stress on the transformers, secondary rectifiers and filtering components. Therefore, the design of power converters by splitting the main transformer into number of transformers not only makes the converter low profile but also reduces the stress on the
transformer and on secondary side element, which simplifies heat management.

The concept is applied on an example application of a phase-shifted full bridge converter where the specifications are set as given in Table 2.1. An analytical comparison in terms of total transformer loss/weight is made for the design of the transformer either by using a traditional single transformer or splitting it into 2/4 transformers.

**TABLE 2.1 Specifications of the example application investigated in papers 1-2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input voltage ($V_{in}$)</td>
<td>400V$_{dc}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Voltage ($V_{out}$)</td>
<td>48V$_{dc}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load power ($P_{out}$)</td>
<td>2.2kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of transformers ($N_T$)</td>
<td>1, 2 and 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core shape/material</td>
<td>PQ/3C95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core size</td>
<td>20, 32, 40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a comparison of the contribution of total transformer loss in the example application, the configuration of four transformers shows better characteristics than the other two configurations. The comparison is shown in Figure 2.3, at 2kW load power. The sum of the loss of all the four transformers for the configuration $T = 4$ is approximately 20% less than the traditional single transformer, and 10% less than the configuration with two transformers. The combined weight of all four PQ-20 cores is 45% lower than the weight of a single PQ-40 core. This helps to make the power converter compact and light-weight.
2.2 Paper-3 and 4, wide input range

In Paper 3 and 4, a new concept has been introduced to make use of more than one transformers to extend the operational input range of power converters. Generally, the power converters are designed at minimal supply voltage, where the duty cycle is set to maximum. As the supply voltage increases, decreasing the duty cycle to regulate the output voltage is required; this reduces the gain of the converter. Small duty cycle causes additional losses such as extended freewheeling interval, higher circulating current, more conduction loss, large ripple current and higher electromagnetic interference. Paper 3 and 4 suggest a solution to overcome these problems. The solution adjusts the gain of the converter by reconfiguring the effective conversion ratio of the converter, which results in an extended range of input voltage. The proposed idea is shown in Figure 2.4.
Depending upon the operating conditions, transformers can be configured either all in series or in a combination of series/parallel. This makes it a dual mode configuration. When all four transformers are configured in series, it divides the input voltage by four, and when transformers are connected in series/parallel combination, it divides the input voltage by two. As a result, the effective transformer’s conversion ratio turns out to be half of Mode-1 in Mode-2. This means that if the concept is applied in any converter application, the effective dc voltage gain of the converter also varies accordingly. In order to keep the output voltage constant, the duty cycle has to be increased in Mode-2. For example, if the converter is configured to operate in Mode-1 up to half of the maximum level of the input voltage and above half level in Mode-2, the duty cycle of the converter with the proposed configurations varies as plotted in Figure 2.5. To increase the input voltage from 100V to 400V, the reduction in duty cycle is 75% in a conventional converter, while it is 50% in the proposed converter. This helps to extend the operational range of power converters with the proposed configuration. The operation with higher duty cycle also improves the performance of the converter. It cuts the freewheeling interval, which minimizes the flow of the circulation current. The result of this is better switching characteristics and reduced conduction losses, which maintains the performance of the converter stable over an extended range of input voltage.
2.3 Paper-5, wide output range

There is also a growing demand for power converters with an extended range of output voltage. In many industrial applications, supercapacitors and electric vehicles for instance, different levels of voltage are required to power sub-systems. Power converters are generally designed for a fixed level of output voltage. Multiple power converters are stacked together to achieve different levels of output voltage. This degrades the reliability and performance of the system as well as adds additional cost and complexity. The concept of using multiple transformers in previous articles provides an opportunity to extend the range of output voltage. Therefore, in Paper 5, a new concept has been introduced to extend the range of the output voltage. The proposal is shown in Figure 2.6. By utilizing the availability of four transformers, four independent blocks of output voltage have been created. These blocks are isolated not only from the line voltage but also from each other. This resembles four batteries, which can be configured as either parallel or series. By using this strategy, a unique one-box solution has been suggested for the applications that require frequent switchover between different levels of output voltage. This strategy in combination with any converter application sets three reconfigurable modes to obtain the desired level of output voltage and current. For example, in case of high current demand, the
output voltage can be configured to X volt, whereas if medium current is demanded, it can be configured to 2X volt, for high voltage and less current, the output voltage can be configured to 4X volt.

2.4 Paper-6, wide range isolated power converters (WIRIC)

By combining the ideas proposed in the previous five papers, another concept can be introduced as a solution for the industry to meet both present requirements, i.e., extended input voltage and extended output voltage. It shapes the proposed concept as a one size fits all solution. It could be a potential candidate for applications where a wide variation in line voltage is a prime concern, and different levels of output voltage are required. It
provides 2x3 reconfigurable modes that can be controlled either as a pre-programmed configuration or by connecting the converter with a terminal. As discussed, power converters are generally designed for nominal operating conditions, beyond this, the performance of the converter deteriorates. This is not acceptable for today’s performance conscious industry. The converter using the proposed idea keeps the performance stable over wide variations in both input voltage and output voltage.

2.5 Paper-7, 8 and 9, Controlled leakage inductance

These papers relate to previous work presented in the licentiate thesis that helped to recognise the importance of leakage inductance in transformers. The amount of leakage inductance plays a vital role in soft switched power converters. The energy stored in the intrinsic leakage inductance of the transformer is not usually sufficient to observe the zero voltage switching for the entire operating condition. In order to ensure ZVS, a shim inductor is added in series with the primary winding of the transformer to increase the total leakage inductance. This shim inductor adds extra cost to the design and reduces the power density of the board. These papers propose a solution to increase the amount of leakage inductance of the main transformer instead. A comprehensive method has been discussed to control the value of leakage inductance inside the main transformer.
3 THEORY AND METHODS

This chapter discusses the theory and methods used in this research work. A brief discussion regarding the theoretical background of the research work will be presented in a generalized way; only topics necessary to explain the research work have been selected.

3.1 Power converters

A power source is mandatory for each electronic device. It ranges from tiny wrist watches to huge warships. The main purpose of a power source is to condition the input source to meet the requirement of the loading device. It can be power storage units like batteries or a live power conversion unit. Live power conversion units can be classified as isolated power converters and non-isolated power converters. For safety reasons in offline applications, it is necessary to isolate the source from the load, therefore isolated power converters are a requirement for the commercial and consumer electronics industry. Any power converter consists of four essential parts: ac source filter, an isolation transformer, an output stage filter and a control unit. Depending on the control strategy, power converters can further be categorised into linear power converters and switched mode power converters.

Linear power converters are mainly used in ground-based devices where heat, space and efficiency are not a primary concern. The main reasons behind the selection of linear power supplies are cost, short design time and, most importantly, the low noise and electromagnetic interference (EMI) issues. The main part of linear power converters is the linear regulator. The average efficiency of a linear regulator is about 30% to 50% [48]. Linear regulators can only be designed for one output voltage level and the output level is always less than the input levels. Hence, the rest of the energy dissipates in the form of heat.

Switched mode power converters is the most popular alternative for linear power converters, as these converters are more flexible, much smaller in size, light weight and more efficient. Switched mode power converters can easily be designed for multiple output levels, and it does not matter if the output level is higher or lower than input levels. There are many topologies such as flyback, push-pull and resonant available to design a switched mode power converter. Traditional switched mode power converters being hard-switched
cannot meet the present challenge of the industry because of increased de-rating factors such as losses due to hard switching, conduction losses and electromagnetic issues. These factors become severe with the increase in line voltage and load power. To overcome this, soft switched power converters observing zero voltage/zero current switching have been introduced.

### 3.2 Soft switching

Any real switching device requires finite time to completely turn ON or OFF. During the transition of the power switch from ON state to OFF state or vice versa, there are overlaps of the current and voltage [49], [50]. This type of transition is known as hard switching, shown in Figure 3.1, demonstrating a switching example of power MOSFET [51], [52]. In the overlap period, shown as the shaded area, the current rises to its final state before the drain voltage starts decreasing in the ON state. In the case of turn OFF transition, the drain voltage rises to its final state before the current starts to decrease. During these transitions, there is a loss of energy, which causes degradation of efficiency.

In soft switching, the switch device voltage or current is reduced to zero before the switch is turned ON or OFF [50]. This reduces the stress on the switching device, resulting in a significant improvement of efficiency. This reduced stress allows the converter to operate at higher frequencies and within the limits of EMI. Two popular types of soft switching techniques are Zero Voltage Switching (ZVS) and Zero Current Switching (ZCS).

![FIGURE 3.1. Hard switched MOSFET, typical waveform of drain current and voltage, and the overlapping regions of switching losses.](image)
3.2.1 Zero Voltage Switching (ZVS)

In ZVS, the signal to turn ON the gate of the MOSFET is applied when the drain-source voltage is zero. This way, the switching device turns ON at zero voltage, hence the zero switching losses. This switching technique is preferred for very high frequency converters [53].

3.2.2 Zero Current Switching (ZCS)

In ZCS, the drain current drops to zero before the power switch turns OFF, so there is zero turn OFF losses. This switching scheme is best applied in power converters using IGBTs due to a tail current at turn-OFF [53]. Figure 3.2 below explains the switching action in ZVS and ZCS.

![FIGURE 3.2. Soft switching](image)

3.3 Leakage inductance

The leakage inductance is the inductance of the transformer, which is normally unwanted and a result of the imperfect linking of the flux between the windings of the transformer [54]. In real transformers, there is some flux that links with one winding but not the other windings of the transformer. This flux leaks into the air or by other mediums and is known as the leakage flux [55]. This flux leads to leakage inductance, which is the additional effective inductance in series with the windings [54]–[57]. The leakage inductance stores and releases magnetic energy, which normally leads to the system’s undesirable behaviour. For example, high voltage and current spikes may cause device failure. The leakage inductance of the transformer could either be a desirable or undesirable component, depending on the application. For example, in communication circuits it is undesirable and needs to be as low as possible, whereas, in resonant power converters, it is utilized and
needs to be as high as possible to meet the requirement [54], [58]–[60] of achieving soft switched power conversion.

Along with the intrinsic capacitance of the power devices, oscillations are created to enable the power switch to turn ON when the voltage across the drain-source node is zero. The energy stored in the leakage inductance determines the ZVS operating range of the converter [61]. The converter observing ZVS in one state could enter hard switching for other operating conditions. For example, the phase shifted full bridge (PSFB) converter enters into the hard switching state when the drawn output power is reduced. It is also difficult to maintain the ZVS balanced in both legs of the converter. The value of leakage inductance needs to be controlled very intelligently to observe the ZVS for the entire operating condition.

### 3.4 Soft switched power converters

Soft switched power converters are classified as pulse width modulation (PWM) based converters and resonant technology-based power converters. Resonant power converters are the upgraded version of PWM-based power converters. Resonant power converters contain resonant L-C networks whose voltage and current waveforms vary sinusoidally during one or more subintervals of each switching period. These sinusoidal variations are large in magnitude, and the small ripple approximation does not apply. Some types of resonant converters:

- High frequency dc to ac inverters
- Resonant dc-dc converters
- Resonant inverters or rectifiers producing line-frequency ac converters.

This technology is becoming more popular in the application area where compact size and higher efficiency is required. However, resonant converters rely on frequency modulation (FM) to achieve voltage or current regulation instead of traditional pulse width modulation (PWM). Therefore, the input-to-output voltage gain of a resonant converter can no longer be derived from the inductor volt-second balance like PWM converters and becomes much more complex than a PWM converter. In addition, this converter design requires high professional skills, more time and eventually it will be more expensive.
Phase shifted full bridge converters

A number of PWM-based soft switched power converters have been proposed, aimed at combining the desirable features of both the traditional PWM and resonant converters while avoiding their respective limitations. Amongst, the phase shifted full bridge (PSFB) converter is a more promising choice in medium power applications due to its soft switching of all power devices.

3.5 Phase shifted full bridge converters

The phase shifted full bridge (PSFB) converter is the modified form of the conventional full bridge converter. In full bridge converters, both diagonal switches are turned ON/OFF simultaneously, which results in excessive switching losses, which further increases at high switching frequency. The performance deteriorates as the power level increases [87]; in soft switched full bridge converters, a phase shift control is implemented between the diagonal switches at constant frequency. This arranges the soft switching of power devices, which makes this converter the best candidate for reduced dynamic switching losses, better power conversion efficiency, and low electromagnetic interference. The control strategy of the PSFB converter is implemented in such a way that both the diagonal power switches turn ON/OFF one after the other. This introduces the concept of leading leg and lagging leg in phase shifted full bridge converters. In PSFB converters, the transformer leakage inductance, along with the intrinsic parasitic capacitance of the power devices, is generally used to switch the power devices when they are in the zero voltage state. Like the others, PSFB converters also have the problem of circulating current, which becomes worse with the increase in input voltage.

3.6 The concept of circulating current

In pulse width modulation based power converters, there is a disadvantage in the form of circulating current, which flows through the transformer and the power devices during the freewheel intervals. The regulation of the output voltage in power converters is generally maintained by adjusting the operational duty cycle in line with the operating conditions. As shown in Figure 3.3, the duty cycle has to decrease when the line voltage increases. This extends the freewheeling interval where the primary current circulates through power devices. This circulating current is the sum of the magnetizing current and the output inductor current referred to the primary
side. During this interval, the input voltage $V_p$ at the primary winding of the transformer effectively remains zero and there is no transfer of power; primary current circulates only through the primary devices. This contributes to the increase in conduction losses. The wider the freewheel interval the greater the loss. The useful intervals of a complete switching cycle are the intervals when power is delivered from the input side to the output side.

![Diagram showing the input voltage $V_{in}$, initial circulation current, reduced duty cycle $D_{eff}$, and the freewheeling interval.](image)

**FIGURE 3.3** Reduction of duty cycle with increase in input voltage.

The same phenomena can be found in phase shifted full bridge converters. A typical timing diagram of a PSFB converter where both the leading leg and the lagging leg comprises of power devices $S_a-S_b$ and $S_c-S_d$ respectively, along with transformer primary voltage and current is shown in Figure 3.4. As seen, the power is transferred alternately from $t_5-t_6$ and $t_{11}-t_{12}$. The rest of the time is referred to as a freewheeling interval. The only significant duration within this interval is the length of dead time between the devices of the same leg, which is required to ensure zero voltage switching of the devices. The primary current $I_p$ circulates at its peak through power devices, which results in greater conduction loss.
3.7 Proportional gate drive control

To extend the range of the output voltage in the proposed concept, the output section of each transformer has been made electrically isolated. It means, the synchronous rectifiers of each block should also be isolated. To this end, an approach of proportional gate drive synchronous rectification is adopted in this work. This approach not only eliminates the need of an external gate driver for the synchronous devices but also minimizes the conduction time for the body-diodes [62]. This improves the efficiency and reduces the component count. It also simplifies the synchronous rectification by eliminating the necessity of external command signals. A typical application of proportional gate drive control for synchronous rectification is shown in Figure 3.5. The generated dc voltage provides the necessary power and biasing to the respective gate controller. This makes each block of the synchronous rectification completely isolated. The drain sense terminal of the controller constantly monitors the drain-source voltage of the synchronous
device. As the voltage on the secondary winding goes negative, the body diode of the synchronous device becomes forward biased. The moment drain voltage reaches a threshold voltage set by the controller; a positive voltage is applied on the gate of the synchronous device. The controller starts sourcing the current and turns ON the device. The applied voltage on the gate becomes proportional to the drain-source voltage of the device. This keeps the device turned ON for the majority of the cycle and minimizes the conduction loss due to the body diode. When drain current decays, the drain-source voltage also decays, this in turn, decreases the applied gate-source voltage to turn OFF the synchronous device.

![Diagram of synchronous rectification with proportional gate drive controller.]

**FIGURE 3.5** Typical circuit of synchronous rectification with proportional gate drive controller.

### 3.8 Methodologies used

The main objective of this research is to propose a low profile dc-dc converter that fulfills both the need of wide input range and wide output range. The main objective of the research is divided into four main sections. These can be classified as:

1. Splitting the big volume of a single transformer into a number of small transformers.
2. Extending the range of input voltage.
3. Building electrically isolated blocks of secondary voltage of each transformer.
4. Extending the range of output voltage.
By combining all these sections with the necessary control strategy results in the final objective: the wide range isolated converter (WIRIC). Here each section requires a different set of methods. Therefore, four different methods have been implemented to make the whole research work a single entity. The methods adopted for each will be explained separately in the following discussion.

3.8.1 Transformer section

In any power converter application, the power transformer occupies a significant volume, and it is the heaviest part in the converter. This section describes the methodology of how a single large volume has been split into a number of small transformers. The power handling capability of a transformer depends on the type and characteristics of the core material as well as the physical geometry, i.e. the area and length of the magnetic path. Furthermore, the choice of appropriate core geometry for the intended specification always needs a number of iterations throughout the design phase. The design procedure of the transformer consists of a few general considerations, for example the selection of core material, size, and form of the core, winding space and the diameter of the wires. Each consideration requires many iterations to meet the goal of acceptable performance. The first measure is the choice of appropriate size of the transformer for the intended application. To make the implementation simple, a generalized methodology has been adopted to estimate the initial size of the transformer. The effective geometry of the core geometry, $K_{gfe}$ [55] has been evaluated for the specifications of the intended application. Then the volume is split into a number of small transformers, e.g., two and four transformers. The required flux density and the respective winding turns have been calculated for each case. The iterative script is implemented in Matlab and the necessary parameters like effective volume, copper’s ac resistance, core and copper loss have been calculated. Finally, a comparison is made of the use of a single, two and four transformers.

3.8.2 Extended range of input voltage

In wide input range power converters, the performance of the converter declines when it has to operate with a low duty cycle at higher input voltage. It adds more circulating current and ringing. This results in increased losses and EMI. To overcome this, the proposed work adopts a methodology to keep the operational duty cycle high for a wider range of the input voltage. The
effective gain of the converter is controlled according to the changes in the line voltage. This idea is implemented in a phased shifted full bridge converter. In addition to the traditional two legs, i.e., a leading leg and a lagging leg, a third leg has been introduced. The modified converter along with the configuration of four transformers is shown in Figure 3.6. The third leg in combination with the use of different transformer configurations operates the converter in dual mode. Each mode sets the effective gain of the converter differently. For example, in one mode, it configures two-series transformers in parallel and in the other mode, it configures all four transformers in series. This sets the effective gain in mode one two times higher than the gain in the other mode. Consequently, the duty cycle has to be set to high when all four transformers are configured in series. Therefore, the converter can be programmed to set all transformers in series when the line voltage increases above a certain limit. Contrary to the traditional converter, it keeps the duty cycle high over a wide range of the input voltage.

FIGURE 3.6 Diagram of the proposed circuit for the extended range of input voltage.
3.8.3 Isolated secondary voltage of each transformer

In order to electrically isolate each transformer’s output voltage, independent synchronous rectification of the secondary winding of each transformer is required. For this, a proportional gate drive control is adopted. Four independent gate drive controls have been implemented for the rectification of secondary voltage of each transformer. It makes four independent blocks of the output voltage.

3.8.4 Extended range of output voltage

The range of the output voltage is extended by arranging the electrically isolated output blocks of all four transformers in series or parallel in response to the demands of the operating conditions. This is arranged by using nine active switches. The most important consideration in the placement of these switches is preventing any risk of short-circuit. For this, electrically isolated gate drivers have been installed for each switch. The placement of all nine switches is shown in Figure 3.7. This arrangement along with the appropriate control strategy provides the base for three possible configurations of blocks of the output voltage. The first option is to configure all four blocks in parallel; the second is to configure all four blocks in series. The third option is to configure block 1-block 2 and block 3-block 4 first in series and then in parallel, i.e., \((\text{Out}1+\text{Out}2)\|\!(\text{Out}3+\text{Out}4)\). This way the output voltage can be

![Figure 3.7 Proposed circuit for the extension of output voltage.](image-url)
raised from base voltage X to 2X and 4X. Besides, the output voltage can further be adjusted in between these steps to meet the desired level.

3.8.5 Wide range isolated converter (WIRIC)

By combining the previous four methods into a single entity, a novel isolated power converter with extended range of both input voltage and output voltage is developed, offering more flexibility than existing solutions. All the four sections have been implemented on a single printed circuit board. Low profile circuit elements such as power devices, transformers, inductors and capacitors have been selected to combine all sections on a single board. Furthermore, the transformers have been shaped in the form of a planar transformer structure. In order to implement the operational and features control, a simplified control method has been adopted as a proof of concept. A control strategy in combination with a digital signal processor and digital multiplexers has been employed. For the extended input section, pulse width modulated control is cloned on power devices by using four channels of multiplexers. Similarly, the extended range of the output voltage is achieved by the controlled signal provided on the gates of the active switches. The control strategy has been implemented on a separate printed circuit board, then the boards have been joined together by using a plug-in type connector. The complete concept of WIRIC is shown in Figure 3.8, which shows all the sections and the control. As shown in Figure 3.9, the concept is evaluated by designing a prototype. The components are assembled inside the module, so that the module could be kept cool by placing heat sinks on top and bottom side of the module.
FIGURE 3.9 Diagram of the proposed wide range isolated converter, (WIRIC), showing inter-connection of all the four sections.

FIGURE 3.8 Picture of the power module, two separate boards have been joined together.
In order to verify the proposed features of the converter, a PC based generalized user interface is implemented in the control board. All features of the converter have been characterised by using this user interface. A screen shot of the user interface is shown in Figure 3.10. It provides the flexibility to switch between different functionalities.

FIGURE 3.10 Screen shot of the graphical user interface (GUI) to verify the features of the proposed concept.
This chapter discusses the results based on the experimental/simulation investigations. The whole research is characterised as a single stand-alone system. The concept is verified by using two different platforms. One is a modelling of the system on a SPICE-based simulation platform and the other is the experimental platform. The whole system is modelled for an example application of a dc-dc power converter, where the specifications are: input voltage = 100-400V$_{dc}$, output voltage = 24-96V$_{dc}$, and the load power = 1kW. Then each feature of the proposed converter is characterised both in a computer simulation and experimental work. The specifications of the prototype along with key circuit components are listed in Table 4.1.

**TABLE 4.1 Specifications and list of key components of the WIRIC**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYMBOL</th>
<th>QUANTITY</th>
<th>VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_{in}$</td>
<td>Input voltage</td>
<td>100-400V$_{dc}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{out}$</td>
<td>Output voltage</td>
<td>24-96V$_{dc}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{out}$</td>
<td>Load power</td>
<td>1kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_s$</td>
<td>Switching frequency</td>
<td>200 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_A-S_f$</td>
<td>Power devices</td>
<td>GS66508B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gate driver</td>
<td>LM5114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Synchronous MOSFET</td>
<td>BSC350N20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Synchronous controller</td>
<td>ZXGD3107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$DSP$</td>
<td>Microchip’s dsPIC</td>
<td>Dspic33fj16gs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Transformers$</td>
<td>Core shape/size/material</td>
<td>PQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20/20/3C95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_p/L_s$</td>
<td>Primary/secondary inductance</td>
<td>190/3µH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{kp}/L_{ks}$</td>
<td>Primary/secondary leakage inductance</td>
<td>2.8/0.05µH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{ac}$</td>
<td>Primary/secondary winding ac resistance</td>
<td>120/10 mΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_p: N_s: N_s$</td>
<td>Primary to secondary turn ratio</td>
<td>2:1:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_o$</td>
<td>Output filter inductor</td>
<td>4.7µH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_0$</td>
<td>Output filter capacitor</td>
<td>68µF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_1-S_9$</td>
<td>Output control switches</td>
<td>SIR872A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1 Gain of the converter

The proposed idea provides a unique one size fits all solution for the industry. The provision of reconfigurable features to extend the range of line voltage and output voltage makes it convenient to fit the solution in a wide range of applications. The reconfigurable structure controls the dc gain of the converter, which can be adopted according to the application. Two reconfigurable modes are available on the input side and three reconfigurable modes on the output side. Each mode sets the dc gain according to the configuration of circuit elements. The multiplication factor for the dc gain of the converter for each configuration of input/output modes is tabulated in Table 4.2. Here, the reference configuration of both the input side and the output side is mode-2/mode-3, where the gain is taken as unity. This configuration arranges all the transformers in series on the primary side and all blocks of the output voltage are parallel on the secondary side. Mode-4 arranges blocks of the output voltage both in series and parallel configuration,
whereas mode-5 configures all blocks in series. The dc gain can be made eight times high by configuring the converter to mode-1/mode-5.

**TABLE 4.2 Multiplication factors for calculation of the gain of the converter in each operational mode**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATUS OF PRIMARY SECTION</th>
<th>STATUS OF OUTPUT CONTROL SECTION</th>
<th>GAIN MULTIPLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MODE 2</td>
<td>Mode 3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mode 4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mode 5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODE 1</td>
<td>Mode 3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mode 4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mode 5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2 Characterisation—input section

The availability of dual modes on the primary side of the converter extends the range of input voltage. This is accomplished by the switchover of operational modes of the converter in line with the level of input voltage. The switchover keeps the operational duty of the converter high, which allows an extension of the operational range without compromising the performance of the converter. In conventional power converters, the working of the converter with a low duty cycle at a higher level of operational input voltage results in more circulating current, which degrades the performance. A comparison of the conventional and the proposed converter’s length of flow of circulating current in a half-period of the cycle is shown in Figure 4.2. In the example application, the full range of the input voltage is divided into two operational modes, i.e., 100-200V mode-1/mode-3 and 200-400V to mode-2/mode-3. As seen, the switchover of modes in the proposed converter reduces the length of flow of the circulating current. For example, at the maximum level of input voltage $V_{\text{in}} = 400V$, the duration of the flow of circulation current is approximately 25% less compared to the duration in the conventional
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converter. This is obtained because the proposed concept changes the effective gain of the converter. In mode-2/mode-3, the effective gain becomes half of the gain in mode-1/mode-3. Eventually, the duty cycle has to increase in order to maintain the operating conditions. Figure 4.3 demonstrates that the proposed converter keeps the operational duty cycle the same in both modes despite the wide variation in input voltage.

FIGURE 4.2 Comparison of the flow of circulating current in a half period of the switching cycle.

FIGURE 4.3 Demonstration of keeping the operational duty cycle high despite the 100% variation in line voltage, working modes are mode-1/mode-3 and mode-2/mode-3.
The figure shows the input voltage as the bridge voltage at the primary side of the converter; the operational duty of the converter remains constant even though the input voltage changes from 200V to 400V and vice versa. The operation of the converter with a higher duty cycle keeps the performance stable over the complete range of input voltage.

Figure 4.4 shows the performance of the example application of the converter for the variation in input voltage. As seen, the proposed converter maintains the efficiency stable for a wide range of input voltage. For $V_{in}=100-200V$ the converter operates in mode-1/mode-3, as the input voltage increases, the efficiency drops because of the reduced duty cycle. For $V_{in}>200V$, the converter reconfigures to mode-2/mode-3 and resets the duty ratio to high again, which results in improved efficiency. The specifications set in this example application can easily be modified to meet the requirements of other applications.

In addition to the stable performance over the wide range, the use of more than one transformer connected in series reduces the stress on each transformer by the number of transformers. This spreads the total transformer loss into number of transformers, which minimizes heat management efforts. The example application of the proposed converter consists of four transformers; this reduces the stress on each transformer by a factor of two in mode-1 and by a factor of four in mode-2. Figure 4.5 shows an example of a demonstration simulated in LTspice software during the operation of the converter in mode-2/mode-3. The primary windings of all four transformers $T_1-T_4$ connected in series, and the input voltage to all transformers is...
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\( V_{p14} = 400 \text{V} \). As seen, the stress on each transformer is reduced to \( V_{in}/4 \). This means that the voltage across each transformer is 100V.

4.3 Characterisation—output section

The output section of the proposed converter consists of three additional modes that are used to configure the isolated blocks of the output voltage in order to meet the requirements of a variety of applications, such as applications that require a low voltage/high current and applications that require a high voltage/low current. Here the modes are called mode-3, mode-4 and mode-5. As explained earlier, the example application contains four transformers providing four isolated blocks of the output voltage. In mode-3, all blocks are configured in parallel, mode-4 connects a pair of two blocks in series and then arranges them in parallel, and mode-5 arranges all four blocks in series. With the utilization of this arrangement, three steps of the output voltage can be obtained. In this case, the output voltage from the base voltage of 24V can be stepped up to 48V and 96V.

The performance of the converter is recorded separately for both the input modes and for each configuration of the output control section. A performance comparison is shown in Figure 4.6. Each configuration reports similar performance. The efficiency of the converter remains stable when the output voltage switches between modes 3-5. The involvement of more devices in mode-1/mode-3 configuration show slightly higher losses than in mode-2/mode-3. Similarly, the use of more switches in mode-3 slightly reduces efficiency as compared to mode-4 and mode-5. A plot of efficiency over the full range of output voltage 24-96V\(_{dc}\) has also been plotted in Figure 4.7. As seen the converter shows stable performance over the wide range of output voltage.

![Demonstration of the voltage stress on each transformer.](image)
FIGURE 4.6 Performance of the converter for all three modes 3-5 of output voltage against both configurations of the primary side.

FIGURE 4.7 Performance characteristics of the converter over the full range of output voltage.
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4.4 Design considerations/ limitations

There are a few considerations that need to be addressed in the design phase.

1. The multiple transformers in the proposed concept need to be installed carefully. A balanced flow of flux in each transformer is important to obtain the intended functionality. Although the primary windings of all transformers are connected in series, which ensures even flow of primary current through all transformers [63], an unbalanced air-gap can cause problems. The effect could be minimised by exerting equal pressure on the cores of each transformer during the assembly process to ensure that each transformer has the same air-gap.

2. Another important consideration is the switchover of modes. During the switchover of modes, most of the devices change status from OFF state to ON state. The risk of inrush current during the status switchover could destroy the device. The selection of device should be made by considering the possibility of occurring high voltage/current spikes.

3. The presented concept provides a one size fits all solution to the industry. There are two operational modes on the input side and three on the output side. Each mode has its own operational parameters. The effective circuit parameters also change in each mode. To accommodate all this, an intelligent control strategy is required, which can adapt the new control parameters according to the chosen mode of operation.
5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The proposed concept has been successfully demonstrated in an example application of a power converter. It demonstrates stable performance over a wide range of input and output voltage. It keeps the operational duty cycle high for an extended range of the input voltage as compared to the traditional converter, which improves performance over a wide range of input voltage. By combining reconfigurable features of the proposal, the dc gain of the converter can be extended to 4 or 8. By using the flexible reconfigurable structure, the gain can be adjusted depending on loading conditions like high-voltage/ low-current and vice versa. Similar to stable performance for an extended range of input voltage, it also reports stable performance over an extended range of output voltage. The reconfigurable structure along with stable performance for the extended range of both the input side and the output side broadens the scope of the proposal for a variety of applications. Besides, the use of several transformers divides the load power among multiple elements on the secondary side, which allows the use of low profile elements and simplifies heat management. This can further help to build a low profile power converters to meet the requirements of the present space-conscious industry.

Although the concept shows satisfactory results, an intelligent control strategy is required before implementing it in a commercial application. As a part of future work, an adaptive control strategy is planned to make it commercial. After that, the approach will be extended in bi-directional applications. Additional investigations on how the gain of the converter can further be extended linearly could also be a part of future work.
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